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Abstract

This paper addresses automatic song trans-001
lation (AST) for tonal languages and the002
unique challenge of aligning words’ tones with003
melody of a song in addition to conveying004
the original meaning. We propose three cri-005
teria for effective AST—preserving semantics,006
singability and intelligibility—and develop ob-007
jectives for these criteria. We develop a new008
benchmark for English–Mandarin song trans-009
lation and develop an unsupervised AST sys-010
tem, the Guided AliGnment for Automatic011
Song Translation (GagaST), which combines012
pre-training with three decoding constraints.013
Both automatic and human evaluations show014
GagaST successfully balances semantics and015
singability.1016

1 Introduction017

Suppose you are asked to translate the lyrics “let it018

go” from the Disney musical Frozen into Mandarin019

Chinese. Some good, literal translations of this020

would be A) “fàng shǒu”, B) “fàng shǒu ba” or C)021

“ràng tā qù ba” (Figure 1); these get the meaning022

across and are the domain of traditional machine023

translation. However, what if you needed to sing024

this song in Chinese? These literal translations025

simply do not work: translation A) and C) do not026

match the number of notes and break the original027

rhythm; while the tone of translation B) does not028

match with the pitch flow of the original melody.029

Song translation, unlike lyrics translation (sub-030

titling), aims to translate the lyrics so that it can031

be sung with the original melody. Therefore, the032

translated lyrics must match the prosody of the033

pre-existing music in addition to retaining the orig-034

inal meaning. In Singable Translations of Songs,035

Low (2003) says, this is an uncommon and an036

unusually complex task, a translator must bear037

1We illustrate the task and examples of translated songs
by GagaST on https://gagast.github.io/posts/
gagast.
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Figure 1: Example Mandarin translations for “Let it
go” in Frozen. Of these, only the official human song
translation considers whether a singer could sing the
song: it fits the length of the notes and matches the
tones with the pitch of notes.

in mind the rhythms, note-values, phrasings, and 038

stresses. Nonetheless, there are cultural and com- 039

mercial incentives for more efficient song transla- 040

tion; Frozen alone made over a half a billion dollars 041

in non-English box office receipts2 and Les Mis- 042

érables (musical) has been performed in over a 043

dozen languages on stage. 044

As we discuss in Section 2, while translating 045

Western songs resembles poetry translation, trans- 046

lating into tonal languages (e.g., Mandarin, Zulu 047

and Vietnamese) brings new problems. In tonal lan- 048

guages, a word’s pitch contributes to its meaning 049

(Figure 2); when singing in tonal languages, the 050

tones of translated words must align with the “flow” 051

of the pitches in the music (Section 2.1). For exam- 052

ple, if “fáng shǒu” were sung instead of “fàng shǒu” 053

(because notes are going up), a listener might hear 054

“defensive” instead of the intended meaning. 055

This paper builds the first system for automatic 056

song translation (AST) for one tonal language— 057

2https://www.the-numbers.com/movie/
Frozen-(2013)#tab=international
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Figure 2: In total languages like Mandarin, the pitch
changes the meaning of the words (left). Each of the
four tones in Mandarin (right) has a different pitch pro-
file. Figure from Xu (1997).

Mandarin. Section 3 proposes three criteria—058

preserving semantics, singability and intelligibil-059

ity—needed in an AST system.060

Guided by those goals, we propose an un-061

supervised AST system, Guided AliGnment for062

Automatic Song Translation (GagaST). GagaST be-063

gins with an out-of-domain translation data (Sec-064

tion 4.1) and adds constrats that favor translations065

that are the appropriate length and whose tones066

match the underlying music (Section 4.3). Natu-067

rally, such constraints result in a trade-off between068

semantic meaning and singability/intelligibility.069

Section 5.4 discusses this trade-off between align-070

ment scores and BLEU.071

These criteria also form the evaluation for our072

initial evaluation (Section 5.3). However, we go073

beyond an automatic evaluation through a human-074

centered evaluation from musicology students.075

GagaST creates singable songs that make sense076

given the original text, and our proposed align-077

ment scores correlate with human judgement (Sec-078

tion 5.5).079

2 Background: Prose, Poetry, and Song080

Translation081

The form of written or spoken language has two082

divisions: prose, which has a natural flow of speech083

and grammatical structure; and verse, which is typ-084

ically rhythmic and has special line breaks, such as085

traditional poetry and song lyrics.086

The vast majority of machine translation re-087

search has been focused on prose translation and088

has made huge progress; while verse translation089

is more difficult as it must obey the rhythmic con-090

straints and is less developed. In his tour de force091

work Le Ton Beau de Marot, Douglas Hofstadter092

created eighty-nine translation of a single poem093

to capture various aspects of what makes the task094

difficult (Hofstadter, 1997).095

Original lyrics Misheard lyrics

Pitch level 66 68 66 65 66 68 66 65

Pronunciation sì zài yǎn qián sǐ zài yǎn qián

Lyrics 似 在 眼 前 死 在 眼 前

English translation as in      front of eyes die in      front of eyes

Pitch alignment score 0.5 0.75

Figure 3: A misheard example in Mandarin song
caused by a mismatch between music pitch flow and
the lyric’s tones. The heard word is “sǐ zài” instead of
“sì zài”, because notes are going up and “sì zài” is going
down by the sandhi of Mandarin tone.

In western verse, the rhythmic structure are 096

mostly defined by meter, such as the iambic pen- 097

tameter for sonnets, which defines the length of 098

each line, the patterns of long syllables versus short 099

ones and the stressed ones versus weak ones. Exist- 100

ing work (Greene et al., 2010; Ghazvininejad et al., 101

2018) use finite-state constraints to encode both 102

meter and rhyme. 103

Song translation, on the other hand, can be 104

viewed as a translation where the melody defines 105

the constraints. Reproducing all of the essential 106

values of a song—perfectly matching the meaning, 107

perfectly singable, and perfectly understandable— 108

is an impossible ideal (Franzon, 2008). Thus, trade- 109

offs are unavoidable. In his “pentathlon principle”, 110

Low (2003) argues for prioritizing singability: can 111

a performer put the translated lyrics to music. Tonal 112

language (e.g., Mandarin, Zulu and Vietnamese) 113

dramatically increases the complexity of singabil- 114

ity, and raises a new issue of intelligibility. 115

2.1 Song Translation for Tonal Languages 116

For tonal languages, pitch contributes to the mean- 117

ing of words. In a conservative estimation, fifty 118

to sixty percent of the world’s languages are 119

tonal (Yip, 2002) and cover over 1.5 billion people. 120

For the lyrics to be intelligible, the speech tone 121

and music tone should be correlated (Schneider, 122

1961). If not, the pitch contour could override the 123

intended tone, which could produce different mean- 124

ings. This is not just a theoretical consideration; 125

Figure 3 shows how lyrics can be and have been 126

misunderstood.3 127

2.2 Mandarin Tones and how to Sing them 128

Schellenberg (2013) summarizes the rules of 129

singing with tone with a focus on Chinese dialects. 130

The tonal system of Mandarin has two components: 131

3Additional misheard examples on demo page
https://gagast.github.io/posts/gagast/#misunderstanding_examples
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• The pitch level and shape of tones. Four132

Mandarin tones are used since the 19th cen-133

tury. We denote tones with a diacritic over134

the vowel whose shape roughly matches the135

shape of the tone. The four tones are a high136

level (tone 1, e.g., shūo), rising (tone 2, yú),137

falling-rising (tone 3, wǒ) and falling (tone 4,138

huài). Their pitch level and shape are shown139

in Figure 2, right.140

• The sandhi of tones. Some combinations141

of tones have difficult articulatory patterns,142

so words that might normally have one tone143

might take another. For example “nǐ” and144

“hǎo” are typically both third tone, but when145

they are together it is pronounced as “ní hǎo”,146

with the first syllable changing to a second147

tone. These changes are called sandhi (Xu,148

1997; Hu, 2017).149

Mandarin tones interact with singing in two150

ways (Yinliu et al., 1983; Schellenberg, 2013) to en-151

sure lyrics are intelligible. First, at a local level, the152

shape of tones of individual characters should be153

consistent with the musical notes they’re matched154

with; for example, in “Love Island” (Figure 4),155

“shàng” in the blue block has the “falling” shape156

and the group of notes that it assigned with also157

goes falling. Second, and a global level, the pitch158

contour of music constrains the tones in a succes-159

sive sequence of syllables and the sandhi. In prac-160

tice, we only consider the relative change in pitch161

of the two successive characters that belongs to the162

same word (refer to Figure 5).163

3 AST for Tonal Languages164

This section formally defines automatic song trans-165

lation (AST) for tonal languages and introduce three166

criteria for what makes for a good song translation.167

These criteria form the foundation for the quantita-168

tive metrics we use in the experiment.169

3.1 Criteria170

There are three major criteria that singable song171

translation needs to fulfil:172

• Preserve semantics. The translated lyrics173

should be faithful to the original source lyrics.174

• Singability. Low (2003) defines singability175

as the phonetic suitability of the translated176

lyrics with music. The translated song needs177

to be sung without too much difficulty; diffi-178

cult consontant clusters, cramming too many179

sylables into a line, or incompatible tones all180
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I have forgotten (that) I’ve lived. (I’ve) lost (my) sense (my) sorrow. Right now I’m standing above the terrifying

stormy sea (above). I look  up look  up to the eternal silence moon. Dark

wǒ yǐ wàng jì céng huó guò diū le gǎn guānwǒ

REST notes: intervals of silence, usually align with word segmentations or punctuation.

bēi shāng cǐ kè wǒ zhàn zài

làng

jīng tāo hài

dà hǎi zhī shàng wǒ yǎng tóu wàng wàng xiàng gèn gǔ wúshēng de yuè liang hēi àn

Cases: One character (syllable) aligns  
with a group of multiple notes

Cases: One character (syllable) aligns  
with a single note

Figure 4: The alignments of syllables in Mandarin
to notes in the song “Love Island”. Orange: REST
notes; Blue: cases where one syllable is assigned to
a group of multiple notes (need consider tone shape
alignment, e.g., the down arrow matches with falling
tone of “ràng”); Green: cases where one syllable is as-
signed with one note.

Wi
Wi-1

Tone 1 Tone 2 Tone 3 Tone 4

Tone 1

Tone 2

Tone 3

Tone 4

Leap Up Step Up Level Step Down Leap Down

Figure 5: Acceptable notes transitions in music for two
successive Mandarin characters (wi−1, wi).

impair the singability. 181

• Intelligibility. The translated song need to 182

be understood by the listener. This quality 183

has two components. First, could a listener 184

produce any transcription of the lyrics. If 185

the lyrics are too fast or garbled because the 186

keywords do not fit well with the music, the 187

lyrics are unintelligible. Beyond this basic 188

test of recognizability, the lyrics must also be 189

accurate: does this transcription match the in- 190

tended meaning. Both aspects matter for stage 191

performance, since the audience suppose to 192

understand the content instantly to follow the 193

plot. For pop song covering, not understand- 194

ing all contents could be acceptable for some 195

audience; however, hilarious misheard lyrics 196

will hurt the experiences (Figure 3). 197

3.2 Task Definition 198

We define the AST task as follows: given a pair 199

of melody M and source lyrics X (as shown in 200

Table 1), generate text Y in the target language. 201

X = [x1, ..., xL] are L syllables of the original 202

source lyrics. The melody M has three sequences: 203

3



notes A3 C4 D4 REST F4 G4 F4 F4

pitch level 57 60 62 65 67 65 65

duration 1
4

1
4

1
2

1 3 3
2

1
2

1
2

syllables How a- bout love?

Table 1: A piece of song “Seasons of love” from the
musical Rent. We convert the notes into a normalized
numerical pitch level for actual computation.

1. The pitch profile P = [p1, ...,pL], where204

pi = [p0i , ...] are the pitch values of the ith205

notes group assigned to syllable xi, and each206

syllable/character could be assigned to one or207

multiple successive notes (Figure 4);208

2. The durations D = [d1, ...,dL], where di =209

[d0i , ...] is the real-valued duration of each note210

in the i-th group;211

3. R = [r1, ..., rL], where ri is the real-valued212

duration of the REST note before note group213

pi. If no REST exists before pi, ri = 0.0.214

3.3 Constraints for Aligning Lyrics to Music215

To make translated songs singable and intelligible,216

we summarize three types of critical lyric-melody217

alignments for English-Mandarin AST (c.f., Sec-218

tion 2.1 and 2.2).219

3.3.1 Length Alignment220

The number of syllables Ly in translated lyrics Y221

needs to fit the number of musical phrases in the222

melody M , so that it can be sung with the provided223

music. It is unnecessary to keep the grouping of224

the original notes in M for the translated song.225

3.3.2 Pitch Alignment226

For tonal languages, the pitches are required to227

match the translated songs. There are two types of228

pitch alignments:229

Tone shape alignment. It is at single-syllable230

level. We only consider this alignment for the sylla-231

ble that assigns to more than one notes. The shape232

of the tone is predefined in a tonal language (Wee,233

2007), i.e., Mandarin tone shape (Xu, 1997) can be234

viewed in Figure 2. The shape of notes is the pitch235

contour of corresponding notes group pi. For com-236

puting tone shape alignment score in Mandarin and237

each group of pi that assigns to syllable xi, we esti-238

mate its shape by interpolation of the second order239

on pi, and classify it into one of the five categories:240

level, rising, falling, rising-falling, falling-rising.241

For example, if pimax − pimin > 1.0 and the esti-242

mated curve is convex with axis in the middle of243

pi, we fit it into category “falling-rising”. Then we 244

compare the shape with that of the syllable yi, and 245

compute the local tone shape match score Si
ns: 246

Si
ns =

{︄
1.0 if the shape matches,
ϵ if not match,

(1) 247

where ϵ is the probability to accept error; “level” 248

can match with any tone, “rising” matches with 249

tone2 (yú), “falling” matches with tone4 (huài), 250

“falling-rising” matches with tone3 (wǒ) while 251

“rising-falling” matches none. 252

Pitch contour alignment. It compares the tran- 253

sitions between tones (ti−1, ti) of successive sylla- 254

bles (yi−1, yi) that belong the same word and the 255

pitch contour of corresponding successive notes 256

(pi−1, pi)4. Each transition (the movement from 257

one syllable/note to the next) can be categorized as 258

level, step up, leap up, step down and leap down. 259

For Mandarin, according to Yinliu et al. (1983), 260

we summarize the acceptable notes’ transitions of 261

two successive characters as illustrated in Figure 5. 262

Similarly, for each pair of syllables (yi−1, yi), we 263

compute the local pitch contour Si
pc as follow: 264

Si
pc =

{︄
1.0 if the contour matches,
ϵ if not match,

(2) 265

where ϵ is the probability to accept error. 266

3.3.3 Rhythmic Alignment with Word 267

Segmentation in Mandarin 268

A REST note represents the interval of silence. For 269

Mandarin, a word should not be broken up by a 270

REST, and sometimes RESTs indicate the end of a 271

phrase and correlate with the punctuation ([punc]), 272

see Figure 4 for examples. Therefore, when there 273

is a REST note before yi (after yi−1), i.e., ri > 274

0.0, we reward the [punc] and word segmentation 275

between yi−1 and yi: 276

Si
R =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1.0 if ri > 0.0 and [punc] after yi−1,

1.0 if ri = 0.0,

Pseg if ri > 0.0 and not [punc],
ϵ otherwise.

(3) 277

Pseg is the probability that (yi, yi−1) are segmented 278

into different words (the higher the probability, the 279

better it is to have a pause between them), and ϵ is 280

a parameter that represents our tolerance of having 281

a rest within a word. 282
4We considers only the first note p0i in group pi if has

more than one notes in each group

4



Step 1: Pretraining Step 2: Inference

Transformer Encoder

Transformer Decoder

[2zh] [GEN] [LEN9] Even the United States …

即便是美国…

Rolling in the deep

望向亘古⽆声的⽉亮

我们本来可以拥有⼀切

General Translation

[2en] [LYRICS] [LEN4] Rolling in __ deep

[2zh] [LYRICS] [LEN9] 望向亘古__声的__亮
NonParallel Lyrics

[2zh] [LYRICS] [LEN10] We could have had it all Lyrics Translation

不 再

为

孤 单 哭 泣

⼀ 个 ⼈ 哭

为

泣

单 独

哭 泣

⽆

64 6262 60 64 62 60

独

不

⾛ ⽽ 哭⼈

+ constraints
in beam search

pitch

0.3

0.3

s Pitch alignment score in each beam with constraints

s Pitch alignment score in each beam w/o constraints

E4 D4D4 C4 E4 D4 C4 note

([lang tag] [domain tag] [length tag] input texts . . . )

0.5

0.6

0.2

0.1

* Scores in this figure are not exact, merely for illustration

w
/o

constraints
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Figure 6: Overview of GagaST for English–Mandarin song translation. We first pre-train a lyrics translation model
with mixture domain data (left); and then add alignment constraints in decoding scoring function during inference
(right), we use unconstrained version as our baseline in the experiment.

4 GagaST283

To build an AST system for English-Mandarin song284

translation, ideally, we can learn all alignments by285

data-driven models with large amount of parallel286

data, i.e., the aligned triples (M , X , Y ). However,287

let alone triples, we do not have sufficient accurate288

parallel data for Mandarin5. In this case, we lever-289

age cross-domain pre-training and propose an unsu-290

pervised AST system baseline, Guided AliGnment291

for Automatic Song Translation (GagaST).292

For the pre-training, we collect a large amount293

of non-parallel lyrics data in both English and294

Mandarin, as well as a small set of lyrics transla-295

tion (subtitling) data6; details about training dataset296

are in Section 5.1.297

4.1 Song-Text Style Translation298

To produce faithful translations in song-text style,299

we pre-train a transformer-based translation model300

with cross-domain data: translation data in general301

domain, the collected monolingual lyrics data and302

a small set of lyrics translation data. We adopt mix-303

domain training to optimize a translation model304

that fits into the lyrics domain. We append domain305

tags (Figure 6) before each input entry to control306

the model to produce translations merely in lyrics307

domain during song translation. For monolingual308

lyrics data, we adopt BART pre-training strategy309

(Lewis et al., 2020).310

5The only parallel dataset in Mandarin parsed from web
contains lots errors in notes and mismatches between syllables
and notes; we need accurate alignments for intelligibility

6The translations are in plain text, not in lyrics style

4.2 Length Control 311

To meet the length alignments, we pre-define the 312

syllable-notes assignments with two strategies7: 1) 313

one-to-one, i.e., for each note, we produce one syl- 314

lable; 2) one-to-many, we use the original notes 315

grouping in the input melody, and assigns one syl- 316

lable to each note group. In this case, the length 317

of target translation is known. Following Lakew 318

et al. (2019), we use length tag “[LEN$i]” to con- 319

trol the length of outputs during pre-training, where 320

$i refers to the length of the target sequence. 321

4.3 Music Guided Alignment Constraints 322

There is no available parallel data to learn the lyric- 323

melody alignments with data-driven models, thus 324

we leverage rules and metrics for each type of align- 325

ment (Section 3.3). Then we follow the idea in lex- 326

ical constrained MT (Hokamp and Liu, 2017; Post 327

and Vilar, 2018; Hu et al., 2019) to impose con- 328

straints in the decoding phase. More specifically, 329

since all constraints that we design are either uni- 330

gram (tone shape, REST) or bi-gram (pitch contour, 331

REST), we directly apply the lyric-melody align- 332

ment constraints at each step of beam search as 333

rewards and penalties in the scoring function : 334

logP (Y |X,M) =

L∑︂
i=0

[logP (yi | yi−1:0, X)

+λpc logS
i
pc+λns logS

i
ns + λR logSi

R],

(4)

335

7Dynamic mapping between the note sequence and the syl-
lables to be generated increase the search space exponentially.
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where Spc, Sns, and SR refer to the alignment336

scores for pitch contour, note shape and the rhythm,337

λpc, λns, and λR represent the corresponding338

hyper-parameters that controls the influence of each339

constraints.340

5 Experiments341

5.1 Training Datasets and Model342

Configuration343

WMT translation data. We use the news com-344

mentary and back-translated news datatsets from345

WMT14, which consisting of about 29.6 million346

en2zh sentence pairs.347

Monolingual lyrics data. We collect monolingual348

lyrics in both Mandarin and English from the web,349

which contains about 12.4 million lines of lyrics350

for Mandarin and 109.5 million for English after351

removing the duplication.352

Lyrics translation data. We crawl a small set of353

lyrics translation data from the web8, which con-354

tains 140 thousands pairs of English-to-Mandarin355

lines. These translations are not singable.356

We preprocess all data with fastBPE (Sennrich357

et al., 2016) and a code size of 50,000. We choose358

standard encoder-decoder Transformer (Vaswani359

et al., 2017) model with an architecture of 768360

hidden units, 12 heads, GELU activation, a dropout361

rate of 0.1, 512 max input length, 12 layers in362

encoder, 12 layers in decoder.363

5.2 Evaluation Dataset364

For evaluation, we need aligned triples (melody M ,365

source lyrics X , target reference lyrics Y ), where366

M and X are syllable-to-notes aligned; and the367

reference Y should be singable and intelligible.368

Without copyright and accessibility to the singable369

translated songs, we chose fifty songs from the370

lyrics translation dataset that have open-source mu-371

sic sheets on the web, and create aligned triples372

manually. However, the reference lyrics in this373

dataset do not necessarily resemble song-text style374

and are not singable, we use them merely to provide375

a coarse estimation for semantic changes. Twenty376

songs are used as the valid set (464 lines) and thirty377

songs as the test set (713 lines).378

5.3 Evaluation Metrics379

To evaluate the ability of given AST system in pre-380

serving semantics, singability and intelligibility, we381

design both objective and subjective evaluations.382

8https://lyricstranslate.com/

5.3.1 Objective Evaluation 383

For semantics, we follow the common practice and 384

calculate the BLEU scores (Papineni et al., 2002) 385

between the translated lyrics and corresponding 386

reference. For singability and intelligibility, we use 387

the following metrics: 388

For length alignment, we computes: 1) Nl, the 389

number of samples that has length longer than the 390

predefined length Li; 2) Ns, that are shorter than 391

Li. And for each case, we show the average error 392

ratio of {∆li/Li}
N[·]
1 . 393

For the three scores for pitch and rhythm align- 394

ment, we normalize the score to 0 – 1.0 by the 395

length of alignment pairs Li, that is, based on Equa- 396

tion 1,2 and 3, 397

s[·] =

Li∑︂
1

Si
[·]/Li, (5) 398

5.3.2 Subjective Evaluation 399

To demonstrate whether the proposed metrics align 400

with actual human experiences and examine the 401

quality of the translated songs by GagaST, we con- 402

duct human evaluations. We randomly select five 403

songs from the test set and show the music sheets9 404

of the first ten sentences of each translated song by 405

GagaST to five annotators from Music School. 406

Following mean opinion score (MOS) (Rec, 407

1994) in speech synthesize task, we use five-point 408

scales (1 for bad and 5 for excellent) in four as- 409

pects: 1) sense, fidelity to the meaning of the source 410

lyric; 2) style, whether the translated lyric resem- 411

bles song-text style; 3) listenability, whether the 412

translated lyric sounds melodious with the given 413

melody; 4) intelligibility, whether the audience can 414

easily comprehend the translated lyrics if sung with 415

provided melody. The latter two qualities require 416

the annotators to sing the song by themselves. 417

5.4 Hyper-parameters and Trade-offs 418

The GagaST adds constraints in the decoding scor- 419

ing functions to enforce lyric-music alignments. 420

There are trade-offs between semantics and other 421

alignments. We analyze the increasing curves of 422

pitch alignment scores against BLEU on valid set, 423

and choose the hyper-parameters where the align- 424

ment scores increase fast while the BLEU decrease 425

slow. The REST constraint does not affect the 426

9Without singing voice synthesize tools, following Sheng
et al. (2021), we show the annotators the music sheets without
singing
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Syllable-notes Model Pitch Rhythm Length Semantics
Assignment contour ↑ shape ↑ avg # of missed rests ↓ longer ↓ shorter ↓ BLEU ↑

one-to-one

GagaST w/o constraints 0.28 - 0.53 9 (0.09) 0 24.0
GagaST 0.51 - 0.31 26 (0.21) 0 16.9
–only contour 0.51 - 0.45 26 (0.21) 0 16.8
–only rest 0.28 - 0.31 11 (0.09) 0 23.8

one-to-many

GagaST w/o constraints 0.29 0.49 0.62 4 (0.12) 0 22.1
GagaST 0.50 0.55 0.28 13 (0.13) 0 15.9
–only contour 0.51 0.50 0.42 7 (0.12) 0 15.8
–only shape 0.29 0.56 0.44 4 (0.12) 0 21.6
–only rest 0.29 0.49 0.28 5 (0.12) 0 21.6

Table 2: Objective results on test set of GagaST with different constraints under one-to-one and one-to-many as-
signments. All results here use the same pre-training checkpoint and length tags are applied. For length score, 9
(0.09) means that 9 out of 713 samples are longer than the predefined length with an average ratio 0.09.
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Figure 7: Trade-off between semantics and lyric-music alignments; all curves are drawn for the valid set.

BLEU (Table 2) but the number of punctuation.427

We should prevent a large increase in the num-428

ber of punctuation while reducing the mismatches429

between the REST and semantic segmentation.430

Based on Figure 7, we chose: λpc = 0.5; λns =431

1.0; λR = 1.5.432

5.5 Evaluation Results433

5.5.1 Objective Evaluation Results434

Table 2 compares the performance of GagaST with435

different constraints. As described in Section 4, we436

pre-define the note(s) groups and use two syllable-437

notes assignments: one-to-one and one-to-many.438

From results in Table 2, we can see,439

• The proposed length tag “[LEN$i]” helps440

to produce lyrics that fit into the predefined441

note(s) groups. In all cases, less than 30 out442

of 713 lines produces a longer sentence with443

ratio less than 0.22; and no short cases.444

• We adopt the GagaST w/o constraints except445

for length tags as our baseline. Compared to446

which, GagaST with full constraints is able to447

increase both pitch and rhythm alignments sig-448

nificantly with a fairly slow drop in BLEU10.449

10For references, we found three officially translated Disney
songs in Mandarin and computes the BLEU among the human

It almost doubles the pitch contour alignment 450

score, which affect the intelligibility the most. 451

• Each constraint applied in decoding process is 452

able to increase the corresponding alignment 453

performance. 454

5.5.2 Subjective Evaluation Results 455

To examine whether the proposed constraints are 456

able to improve the singability and intelligibility, 457

and to evaluate the quality of translated songs by 458

GagaST, we conduct subjective evaluation and com- 459

pare the GagaST w/o constraints to fully constrained 460

GagaST in Table 3. All songs for subjective evalu- 461

ation are generated with one-to-many assignment. 462

And we compute the confidence intervals for all 463

aspects. Results show that, 464

• The proposed constraints is able to signifi- 465

cantly improve the intelligibility for audience. 466

• The proposed constraints is able to improve 467

the listening experiences for human with mi- 468

nor significance. The listenability for audi- 469

ence reflects the singability for performer. 470

• Add constraints do cause a trade-off between 471

the semantics (sense) and other qualities. 472

translated singable lyrics with the lyrics translation from our
dataset, the average BLEU is only 12.3.
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Model Song sense style listenability intelligibility

Song1 3.4 3.0 3.2 3.4
Song2 3.6 3.9 3.4 3.8

GagaST Song3 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.5
w/o constraints Song4 3.2 3.0 2.8 3.0

Song5 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.8

Average 3.5 ±0.14 3.4 ±0.14 3.2 ±0.12 3.5 ±0.13

GagaST

Song1 3.5 3.1 3.3 3.5
Song2 3.4 3.7 3.5 4.0
Song3 3.2 3.6 3.3 3.6
Song4 2.9 3.0 3.1 3.5
Song5 3.4 3.6 3.2 3.9

Average 3.3 ±0.15 3.4 ±0.15 3.3 ± 0.12 3.7 ±0.13

Table 3: Subjective evaluation results for GagaST w/o
constraints and GagaST.

• Overall, the annotators are satisfy with the473

translated songs by the proposed baseline474

GagaST. All aspects receive an average score475

around 3.5 out of 5.476

The subjective evaluation demonstrates that the477

proposed alignments, constraints and the accept-478

able notes transitions for Mandarin (Figure 5) are479

reasonable. They are able to improve the singabil-480

ity and intelligibility. Although there’s a trade-off,481

due to the lack of singing voice synthesize tools,482

the subjective evaluation is actually in favour of483

the sense/style evaluation compared to listenabil-484

ity/intelligibility. We add case studies and post485

three translated songs by GagaST sung by an ama-486

teur singer on https://gagast.github.io/posts/gagast.487

6 Related Work488

6.1 Verse Generation and Translation489

Generating verse text began through rule-based im-490

plementations (Milic, 1970) and developed through491

the next forty years (Gervás, 2000; Levy, 2001; Ma-492

nurung, 2004; Oliveira, 2012; He et al., 2012; Yan493

et al., 2013; Zhang and Lapata, 2014; Wang et al.,494

2016; Ghazvininejad et al., 2016, 2017; Hopkins495

and Kiela, 2017), incorporating formalisms such496

as grammars and finite-state machines as reviewed497

by Gonçalo Oliveira (2017). Poetry translation us-498

ing these frameworks and statistical machine trans-499

lation thus offers elegant solutions: Genzel et al.500

(2010) use phrase-based machine translation tech-501

nique; while they simply intersect the finite state502

representation of the meter and rhyme scheme with503

the synchronous context-free grammar of the trans-504

lation model. Ghazvininejad et al. (2018) apply the505

finite-state constraints to neural translation model.506

However, these representations of the rhythmic and507

lexical constraints are not flexible enough to en-508

code the real-valued representation of a song as509

required for translation in tonal languages.510

6.2 Constrained Text Generation 511

Most natural language generation tasks, includ- 512

ing machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2014; 513

Vaswani et al., 2017; Hassan et al., 2018), dialogue 514

system (Shang et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016) and ab- 515

stractive summarization (Rush et al., 2015; Paulus 516

et al., 2018), are free text generation. However, 517

there is a need to generate text with some con- 518

straints for some special tasks (Lakew et al., 2019; 519

Li et al., 2020; Zou et al., 2021). Hokamp and 520

Liu (2017); Post and Vilar (2018); Hu et al. (2019) 521

attempted to constrain the beam search with dic- 522

tionary. In the training procedure, Li et al. (2020) 523

added format embedding. Lakew et al. (2019) in- 524

troduced length tag. 525

6.3 Lyrics Generation 526

Automatic song translation is a challenging task 527

that involves two fields: machine translation and 528

lyrics generation. As one of the most important 529

tasks in automatic songwriting, lyrics generation 530

has received more attention recently (Malmi et al., 531

2016; Watanabe et al., 2018; Bao et al., 2019; 532

Lu et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Sheng et al., 533

2021). Malmi et al. (2016) generated lyrics with- 534

out melody information; Lee et al. (2019); Bao 535

et al. (2019) attempted to deal with the melody-to- 536

lyrics generation with sequence-to-sequence model. 537

Sheng et al. (2021) use pre-training for melody-to- 538

lyrics generation, but does not take knowledge in 539

the music domain into account. 540

7 Conclusion 541

This paper addresses automatic song transla- 542

tion (AST) for tonal languages and the unique chal- 543

lenge of aligning words’ tones with melody. And 544

we build the first English-Mandarin AST system – 545

GagaST. Both objective and subjective evaluations 546

demonstrate that GagaST successfully improves the 547

singability and intelligibility of translated songs. 548

In the future, we would like to build human- 549

machine collaborated song translation system. 550

Song translation is a hard task that requires rich 551

music background knowledge including complex 552

rules that most human translators lack; while com- 553

petent human translator for prose translations can 554

help to provide much more diverse and faithful 555

translations. One can leverage the diversity of hu- 556

man translations to enrich the searching space and 557

the encoded complex rules by AI systems to ensure 558

singability and intelligibility. 559
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